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CRITICAL CRITERIA

for Financial Institutions Evaluating DDoS Mitigation Providers

The world will never forget the series of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks on American banks in 2012
and 2013. Cybercriminals continue to evolve their tactics with ever-growing attack sizes and new attack methods.
This dynamic and constantly changing threatscape has sparked an increased demand for mitigation services,
resulting in an influx of service providers entering the marketplace. However, because many of these services
reside in the cloud it is often difficult for financial institutions to assess, evaluate and differentiate DDoS mitigation
service providers from one another.
How can you ensure the DDoS mitigation service provider you use can deliver on the promise of blocking the Internet’s largest
and most sophisticated attacks?
Given Akamai’s practical experience in proven mitigation approaches — which stop 40 to 50 attacks per week — we present
these four critical criteria to help you evaluate a provider’s threat intelligence, experience, mitigation capabilities and capacity.

“Cybersecurity is no longer just an issue for the IT department; it needs to be
engaged at the very highest levels of corporate management.”
– FDIC Chairman, Martin Gruenberg
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“Cloud-based security solutions in particular will
play a large role in helping banks secure
themselves against volumetric DDoS attacks.”

Let Akamai protect your asset management,
brokerage, payments, financial exchanges,
banking and insurance business in today’s
hyperconnected world.

– Rik Turner, Senior Analyst, Financial Services Technology OVUM

As the global leader in Content Delivery Network (CDN) services, Akamai makes the Internet fast, reliable and secure for its customers. The company’s advanced web performance,
mobile performance, cloud security and media delivery solutions are revolutionizing how businesses optimize consumer, enterprise and entertainment experiences for any device,
anywhere. To learn how Akamai solutions and its team of Internet experts are helping businesses move faster forward, please visit www.akamai.com or blogs.akamai.com,
and follow @Akamai on Twitter.
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